“Your career…at the
s p e e d of Life!”

I

Our primary focus is commercial acting, but
to expand our knowledge base we recently
went on a junket to New York and saw the
second half of numerous Broadway plays.

E
Veteran Performer:
Evan Arnold

Seasoned Professional:
“Andy” Milder

Why do a “play” when you can
actually “Play” in a safe, sane, and
consensual environment?
Eight of the world’s best actors agree

SPECIAL SEASONAL
BLOWOUT EDITION! BIG
SAVINGS, INCREDABLE
DEALS INSIDE…OPEN UP*!
www.definitionactor.com
818.990.953
*Really. Open it. Please.

ver walked into a bar, set your
standards lower, and then still gotten
rejected? Learn how to avoid the
same mistakes in the world of entertainment.
But don’t give up! Remember: First you have
to ENTER before you can (at)TAIN your
goals! It’s what you were ME(a)NT to do!
ENTER-TAIN-MENT*!!!

NEW: Classes

Now classes are without breaks. Urination is
not learning! We’ll all get home quicker.
Class One: Learn that with a manager, agent,
lawyer, accountant, and publicist, you’ll have
so many deductions at the end of the year that
it’s as if the government is paying YOU to
act!
Class Two: Learn how to have children and
become their manager. Hey: Managers are
unregulated. Why settle for 15%? What can
they do? Seriously?
*Mad props to Evan for rockin’ this. He totally
came up with this and I think it’s awesome! We
do stuff like this in class EVERY DAY!!

Definition: Actor

“Now with ‘Safe Words’”

Definition: Actor

Definition: Actor

t’s been a tough year for all of us! That’s
why we need you’re help more than ever!
Break open that piggy bank and see if you
can afford one of our classes! It’s selfrenewal time…for everybody!

Class Three: As more and more productions
are moving to Brazil, Definition: Actor now
offers Spanish classes.
Class Four: Is your bogus acting class not
getting the attention you need? Learn how to
create pointless and mildly amusing flyers in
this eight-week seminar.
Class Five: Learn how to make two men
approaching middle age very happy!

Definition: Actor Books*
From Shame to Fame: (The Actors’
Journey) $59.99
A Definition: Actor Prepares (out of
print)
$19.49
Scents Memory—A Time-Honoured
Technique For Those Who Aren’t That
Good
$32.78

NEWest: Bonus Classes

Polaroid Improv: We’re thinking we could
teach this on Tuesdays, cause right now,
Tuedays are pretty slow. (Please bring your
own digital camera)
Actors’ New Analytical Lab

Free Initial Consultation: $250
*Shipping and handling not included. The purchase
of one book obligates you to purchase at least three
more in one year at regular club prices.

“I don't see a white woman. I see a black
woman, even though my mother is white.
Knowing that has made my life easier, I
think.”
—Halle Berry
“If I only had six weeks left to live, I would
spend them in ‘Andy’ and Evan’s class. Just
not the Tuesday night class.”
—Tom Konkle’s Hot Nanny
“I auditioned at Paramount the other month
and it did not go well.”
—Veteran Performer, Evan Arnold
“

”

—Thomas Schlamme

“Hey. What’s up? Is this broken? I didn’t hear
a beep. I don’t know, I’m bored, I just
thought we could hang. Call me back, will
you?”
—“Andy” Milder to Evan Arnold
“Fredo, you're nothing to me now. You're not
a brother, you're not a friend. I don't want to
know you or what you do. I don't want to see
you at the hotels, I don't want you near my
house.”
—Al Pacino

“Andy” Milder

Our Mission:

Definition: Actor

“Not as specific as I would’ve liked, but
‘Andy’ gave me a ride to the airport.”
—Signature illegible

Definition: A or
:

Definition: Actor

What Actors Are Saying:

We take care of our needs first, so we can
always be there for you!

Our Philosophy:
“Let’s not over-rehearse it.”

Our Technique:
Not so fast…that’s what you pay for!

WHAT DO THESE ACTORS HAVE IN
COMMON?
Tim Robbins (The Player), Fred Ward (The
Player), Whoopi Goldberg (The Player),
Sydney Pollack (The Player), Lyle Lovett
(The Player), Vincent D’Onofrio (The
Player), Gina Gershon (The Player), Jeremy
Piven (Entourage), Kevin Scannell (The
Player), Gary Busey (The Player), Cher
(The Player).
DON’T LOOK IT UP ON THE INTERNET...LEARN
THE ANSWER AND MORE…ONLY IN TUESDAY
NIGHT’S CLASS!

Something You Should Know About The
Teachers:
We are actors first, so we’re threatened by the
presence of talented performers in our class.

WE GIVE YOU LESS…SO WE CHARGE
LESS!

